
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
ISLAND MEMORIES (Jalon Samuel) proved too good for his rivals in the 

"BTBA Sales Graduates Colts & Geldings Trophy". 
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  

 
LUNE DE BARACHOIS (Affire Ward) swooped late to break her maiden 

in the fillies' version of the "BTBA Sales Graduates Trophy" race. 
(PHOTOGRAPH BY EDDIE BELLE) 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Garrison Savannah Results for 

Saturday September 18, 2010 
  

THE PAYING TRIBUTE TO THE HERITAGE OF THE 
GARRISON SAVANNAH HISTORIC AREA RACEDAY 

  
NOTE: Dividends are declared at a base bet of Bds. $1.00 

   

 
ROYAL SPIRIT (Jalon Samuel) romped to a clear-cut victory 

in the Open Two-Year-Old event.  
(PHOTOGRAPH BY EDDIE BELLE) 

 

Race # 1 ID# 142 Track 
Condition 

 GOOD 
TO SOFT   

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON HOUSE (CONDITION RACE)  
2-YEAR-OLDS 

1100 Meters (5½ furlongs)  

Total Purse - $15,000 1st: $8,250; 2nd: $3,450; 3rd: $2,100; 
4th: $1,200. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #3  ROYAL SPIRIT (USA) (B) - 15/2 121 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   
Pushed along towards rear; quickened when pressed 2 1/2f out; headway 
along rail and quickly to 3rd 2f out; switched outside and kept on to lead 
under 1f out; ridden out and going away. 

 

2 #1  NOMOREGINROG (USA) - 8/5 124 A. TROTMAN 

   Quick to lead; joined 4 1/2f out and disputed; headed under 1f by winner 
when rallying with 3rd-place horse; no chance with winner.      

 

3 #8  GREELEY GONE WEST (USA) - 
7/2 121 A. BISHOP (5) 

   
Disputing from outside after 1f; narrow lead handily over 2f out; not 
going on when finally ridden over 1f out; all-out and lost rally for 2nd 
when shortening late.   

 

4 #4  BYHOOKORBYCREEK (USA) - 
6/5F 123 K. JOHN (3) 

   Stalked in 4th; pressed to keep pace 3f out; same place over 1f out; 
effort final furlong to close on place-getters.   

 

5 #7  INTACT (USA) - 7/1 117 RESHAWN 
LATCHMAN (7) 

   Towards rear but in touch; effort when pressed though no headway; kept 
on final furlong but never a factor; off rail throughout.   

 

6 #2  AYSHA'S TIME (USA) (BTD) - 
13/1 112 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   Tracked pace-setters in 3rd; in retreat from 2f out when ridden.    
 

7 #5  PACIFIC QUEST (USA) - 35/1 119 J. GRANT 

   Always tailed off.  
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 25.6 ½ 

Mile  49.6 ¾ 
Mile   1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:09.8 Distances 3, ½, 1, NK, 6½, 4 

Winner 2YO Bay Colt - CHAPEL ROYAL out of SUES WAY by 
SHUAILAAN 

Winning Trainer A. WARD 
Winning Owner LORD MICHAEL TAYLOR 

Winning Breeder MR. ANTHONY E. GUIDA 

Payments Win Place 
1st  3 7.65 3.95 
2nd  1    2.15 

Forecast 3-1    33.70 
Trifecta 3-1-8    95.80 

 
Analysis: 
The imported juveniles got the day started over 1100 metres, and the result would allow apprentice Jalon Samuel to strike first in his quest for 
seasonal riding honours. The newly contracted first-call rider for the powerful Lord Michael Taylor stable made no mistake with guiding 
ROYAL SPIRIT to a stylish maiden win over six rivals. The son of Chapel Royal was kept off the early gallop, and never appeared to be a 
major threat until sent after the leaders with over two furlongs left to cover. He cut into their advantage with little fuss, and the result was settled 
in a matter of strides after hitting the furlong marker. Runner-up Nomoreginrog ran a much improved race, after looking in trouble at the 
quarter-mile pole. The colt ran on the headline with little urging and stayed on well for Trotman though lacking the pace to stave off the winner. 
Greeley Gone West had nothing to offer when the chips were down, and this painfully surprising fact was amplified when considering he 
cruised kindly to lead just prior to being popped the question.   [ROG]  

  

  
  



 
Recent maiden winner GRAND SLAM did well to grind out her second successive 

triumph forjockey Trotman with this gutsy effort in the mud.  
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

 

Race # 2 ID# 143 Track 
Condition SOFT   

THE PAVILION COURT (HANDICAP) (DIV-A)  
3-YEAR-OLDS AND OLDER RATED 0 - 55 

1570 Meters (7.8 furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #7  GRAND SLAM (BAR) - 5/2 125 A. TROTMAN 

   
Hard-held to track in 3rd; took closer order 3f out - still in hand; soon 
pushed along and hit the front 1 1/2f out; ridden and stayed on 
strongly.      

 

2 #1  ATOMIC BOMB (BAR) (T) - 
10/1 114 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   
Mid-division along rail; led 2nd group in 4th (well back) over 4f out; 
smoothly in touch with leaders under 2f out; every chance 1f out; 
steadily gaining final furlong but never doing enough.         

 

3 #11  ZALTARR (BAR) - 3/1 127 A. BISHOP (5) 

   
Quickly from outside to lead; joined under 5f out and disputed; pushed 
along when joined by winner; brief rally and soon in trouble; failed to 
stay and headed late for 2nd.  

 

4 #2  SYLVIA HELEN (BAR) (B) - 
15/2 113 A. PERCH (7) 

   
Dwelt and slowly into stride; still towards rear under 3f out; further 
headway to 5th into straight; quickened final furlong and took 4th 
though well-beaten; never a threat to the principles.   

 

5 #9  SWEET AND SOUR (BAR) - 
24/1 116 D. BYNOE (7) 

   Mid-division; under hand-ride from under 3f out but never picked up 
enough.   

 

6 #8  STORM WARNING (BAR) - 7/1 117 K. JOHN (3) 

   Pulled hard to dispute; no rally and weakening from 2 1/2f out.   
 

7 #5  INHERIT THE WIND (USA) (T) 
- 2/1 112 RESHAWN 

LATCHMAN (7) 
   Soon tailed off and always well-back; no bid and in trouble. 

 

8 #4  BOCELLI (BAR) - 19/2 123 R. MAYNARD (7) 

   Never better that mid-division.  
 

9 #10  B-O (BAR) - 40/1 114 K. DOWNES (7) 

   Always towards rear.  
 

10 #6  CAUSINARUCKUS (BAR) - 13/1 123 P. BADRIE (3) 

   Mid-division; not picking up and in trouble from 3f out.  
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 25.2 ½ 

Mile  51.6 ¾ 
Mile 1:16.6 1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:43.8 Distances 1, ¾, 5¾, 7½, 2¼, 3¼, 1, 2¾, 8½ 

Winner 3YO Bay Filly - MOON SOLITAIRE out of BOLD AS BRASS by 
BOLD MOVER 

Winning Trainer A. NUNES 

Winning Owner MRS. REBECCA BURDESS 
& MR. NEVILLE ISDELL 

Winning Breeder BRIGHTON BLOODSTOCK 

Payments Win Place 
1st  7 3.90 2.12 
2nd  1    0.50 
3rd  11    1.40 

Forecast 7-1    94.30 
Trifecta 7-1-11    214.10 

 
Analysis: 
Sudden, heavy rains caused an unfavourable deterioration of the surface to a rating of "soft" and many began to wonder about the likelihood of 
continuation. Despite whispers of a possible abandonment of the remaining races (as has happened in the past), the show continued unabated and 
the decision to do so, naturally proved fateful for some. The considerable change in track condition ultimately proved little trouble for GRAND 
SLAM to negotiate as she ploughed steadily to her second successive score for trainer Nunes. The filly seems to have now firmly embraced the 
art of winning and showed signs of developing into a useful character with this most recent triumph. With at least six weeks between this and the 
filly's next start, there's sufficient time for her to tap into any further improvement and she ought to be monitored closely into next season. 
Running down the winner was Atomic Bomb, still seeking his first win after fourteen tries. It's quite a task trying to dissect his form for any 
hints of improvement, but to reproduce this run will surely land him a win in lesser company. Zaltarr has done his best work at shorter trips and 
ran another good race for his yard, but perhaps failed to fully see out the distance which would've felt like at least 100 metres longer in the deep 
track.   [ROG] 

  

  
  



  

 
FINE FORM: UNEVERNO and Jalon Samuel battled hard for 

victory in Division "B" of the Pavilion Court Handicap. 
(PHOTOGRAPH BY EDDIE BELLE) 

 

Race # 3 ID# 144 Track 
Condition  SOFT   

THE PAVILION COURT (HANDICAP) (DIV-B)  
3-YEAR-OLDS AND OLDER RATED 0 - 55 

1570 Meters (7.8 furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #9  UNEVERNO (BAR) - 5/2F 123 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   
Broke awkwardly but soon pulled hard to stalk in 4th; smooth progress 
under 2f out to join issue outside of leaders; wide into straight and 
rallied gamely final furlong; just up.  

 

2 #3  JOHNNY SAD BOY (BAR) - 
7/2 119 A. PERCH (7) 

   
With leaders; handily 2nd over 4f out; closer order under 2f out 
between horses; brief lead 1f out and soon joined by winner; rallied 
gamely but just bettered.   

 

3 #2  DEAL OR NODEAL (BAR) (T) 
- 4/1 127 P. BADRIE (3) 

   Pulled hard in lead; pressed by first two 1 1/2f out; gave way when 
joined; clear 3rd.    

 

4 #8  QUE PASA (BAR) (T) - 15/2 113 RESHAWN LATCHMAN 
(7) 

   Behind main group; still among back-markers under 3f out and soon 
ridden; headway passed mostly beaten foes; all-out.   

 

5 #11  SUPER DANCER (USA) (B) - 
6/1 126 A. BISHOP (5) 

   
Settled kindly mid-division; relegated to lead 2nd group 4 1/2f out; 
soon pushed along and out-paced by leaders; chasing from 2f out; lost 
rally with 4th-place horse.  

 

6 #7  CASSANOVA (BAR) - 16/1 111 D. DALRYMPLE (7) 

   With leaders; beaten for pace 2f out; soon in trouble.  
 

7 #5  NED KELLY (BAR) - 11/1 127 K. JOHN (3) 

   Shuffled back towards rear - soon second to last; always at one pace; 
beaten 2f out.    

 

8 #10  KIMANSHIA (BAR) (V) - 4/1 118 J. CRONEY (7) 

   Always towards rear.  
 

9 #4  RANDY ANDY (BAR) - 12/1 108 J. GRANT 

   Never picked up from last.  
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 26.4 ½ 

Mile  52.2 ¾ 
Mile 1:17.0 1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:44.6 Distances NK, 3¼, 2¼, ½, NK, 5, 8¼,NK 

Winner 4YO Bay Filly - SURYA BHAGWAN out of LADY STAR by 
BOOMERANG 

Winning Trainer P. BATSON 
Winning Owner MISS JUTA THORPE  

Winning Breeder MR. PHILIP BATSON 

Payments Win Place 
1st  9 3.80 1.50 
2nd  3    1.65 
3rd  2    2.80 

Forecast 9-3    14.75 
Trifecta 9-3-2    53.10 

 
Analysis: 
As if to answer the call to war by Trotman's winning reply in the previous race, young Samuel provided an appropriate reaction of his own with 
another smart handling of Ms. Juta Thorpe's UNEVERNO. Still two wins down on the trail-blazing Trotman, Samuel needed this win to keep his 
chances of another championship alive and afforded his in-form filly a text-book ride to stay with reach of his nemisis. The winner always 
seemed to be traveling like she'd be hard to stop when shaken up, but had to overcome a determined Johnny Sad Boy to gain her third lifetime 
win. Now with two wins and two runner-up efforts in her previous four outings, it's left to be seen if the trainer can keep her in fine fettle after 
the near two-month break. Johnny Sad Boy thrives on a soft-ish track and didn't disappoint in his effort today. However, there remains a school 
of thought that maybe a stronger hand close home would've kept the five year old up to the task for at least a couple more strides, and altered the 
placings in favour of an equally deserving result. Deal Or Nodeal who had run just below her best form in the previous two starts, regained some 
self respect in this one though unable to quicken away when asked to stretch by apprentice Badrie.   [ROG]   

  

  
  
   



 
MORE FORM: The in-form pair of UNREAL and Anderson Trotman 

readily slammed their opposition at the minimum trip. 
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

 

Race # 4 ID# 145 Track 
Condition SOFT   

THE STAFFORD HOUSE (HANDICAP) (DIV-A)  
3-YEAR-OLDS AND OVER RATED 0 - 40 

1000 Meters (5 furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #4  UNREAL (BAR) (B) - 2/1F 130 A. TROTMAN 

   
Broke smartly and soon led; joined 3f out and held lead in duel; still 
handy under 2f out; hand-ridden and pulled clear final furlong; 
impressive.   

 

2 #12  MILLENNIUM MILE (BAR) 
(BT) - 3/1 130 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   
Joined leader 3f out; unable to quicken past 2f out when ridden; kept 
on under pressure though unable to keep pace with winner; all out and 
held for 2nd. 

 

3 #1  SHY BOY (BAR) (BT) - 11/2 114 K. JOHN (3) 

   Quickly away; soon headed and tracked 3rd; not doing enough when 
ridden; stayed on and closing but too late for 2nd.  

 

4 #6  GIN FOR ME (BAR) - 9/1 126 R. REID (7) 

   Soon mid-division; effort when ridden over 2f out - 4th into straight; 
not doing enough.   

 

5 #3  WHY NOT DANCE (USA) - 5/1 119 RESHAWN LATCHMAN 
(7) 

   
Dwelt slightly and soon in rear; not a clear run 2-3f out; gradually past 
beaten horses over 1f out; effort when in clear but never gaining on 
first four.   

 

6 #5  LEONARDO (BAR) (T) 8/1 125 J. CRONEY (7) 

   Out-paced in rear; widest from 3f out; rider lost whip 1f out; edging 
right final furlong but closing.   

 

7 #7  TOM DOOLEY (BAR) - 24/1 112 A. PERCH (7) 

   Just aft of mid-pack; beaten for pace 3f out; one pace throughout.  
 

8 #2  TIGER CAT (BAR) (T) - 9/1 115 J. GRANT 

   Towards rear after 1 1/2f; soon well back; effort past beaten horses 
late.   

 

9 #10  SURREAL (BAR) - 50/1 118 R. MAYNARD (7) 

   Stalked pace; not going on when ridden; beaten over 1f out.    
 

10 #8  COUNTRY DANCE (BAR) (V) - 
14/1 123 A. BISHOP (7) 

   Stalked; no bid when ridden 2 1/2f out; soon eased.   
 

11 #9  VAN HELSING (BAR) (T) - 
16/1 117 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   Never better than mid-division; quickly beaten. 
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 25.6 ½ 

Mile  49.8 ¾ 
Mile   1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:03.4 Distances 4¼, HD, 1, 3¼, ½, 3, 1, ¾, 3¾, 

NOSE 

Winner 4YO Bay Filly - SURYA BHAGWAN out of KIRRIEMUIR by 
NOSFERATU 

Winning Trainer E. DEANE SCM 

Winning Owner MRS. JOANNE HEARST-DE CASTRO 
& AYSHA SYNDICATE 

Winning Breeder ELIZABETH DEANE & JOANNE - HEARST DE CASTRO 

Payments Win Place 
1st  4 3.05 1.25 
2nd  12    1.45 
3rd  1    1.85 

Forecast 4-12    11.50 
Trifecta 4-12-1    34.70 

 
Analysis: 
A race that told the story of the day, with the island's two leading jockeys copping not only the first two spots but equally sharing the day's wins 
thus far with two apiece. Each rider partnered a joint top-weighted entrant, but the spoils would again go to the sizzling hot Trotman and his 
equally sharp mount UNREAL. The winner is finally getting better it seems, looking a clear cut above these with this stylish runaway win. 
Millennium Mile was hopelessly out-paced when the winner turned the heat up, and held on to just hold for second money - her best finish since 
another runner-up effort back in April. Old stager Shy Boy was reported to have had his final start in this sprint, but the feeling is the gelding 
may continue to year-end as he continues to more or less contribute to his keep. A known bleeder, he's staying on much better in his races these 
days but was stuck in the slip-stream of the winner once she'd flown.   [ROG]  



 
ISLAND MEMORIES in the "Winners Enclosure" with (from left) a friend of the connections, 

Groom Ryan Benn, another friend of the connections and Trainer Anderson Ward. 
 (PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

  

 
The BTBA Sales Graduates Colts & Geldings Trophy being presented by Mrs. Angela Simpson, 

to Ms. Deborah Burnette and the trainer of ISLAND MEMORIES, Mr. Anderson Ward. 
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

 

Race # 5 ID# 146 Track 
Condition  SOFT   

THE BTBA SALE GRADUATES COLTS AND GELDINGS TROPHY 
(CONDITION RACE)  

BARBADOS BRED 2-YEAR-OLDS 

1100 Meters (5½ furlongs)  

Total Purse - $18,000 
($12,000 - Non-Sales Graduates) 

1st: $10,000 ($6,600); 2nd: $4,000 
($2,760); 3rd: $2,545 ($1,680); 4th: 
$1,455 ($960). 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #2  ISLAND MEMORIES (T) -6/5F 120 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   
Broke smartly but soon out-paced in 4th; in chase from over 2f out 
when ridden; smoothly on heels of leaders over 1f out; steadied when 
short of room; altered course left and rallied between horses; led under 
1f out; going away.     

 

2 #4  KING OF DIAMONDS (BAR) - 7/2 113 RESHAWN 
LATCHMAN (7) 

   
Hung left from gate but soon raced prominently and in hand; pushed 
along in 3rd 3f out; steady effort to 2nd over 2f out; 4-wide into 
straight and under pressure 1f out; stayed on.   

 

3 #8  MUST BE THE MONEY (BAR) - 6/5F 117 A. TROTMAN 

   
With leaders; hung badly left 5f out but still held advantage; pushed 
along when headed 3f out; rallied under pressure final furlong; eased 
close home.    

 

4 #9  IFNOTTODAYTOMORROW (BAR) -  
10/1 114 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   With leaders; headway to lead 3f out; joined and rallied over 1f out; 
headed inside final furlong when under pressure and gave way late.   

 

5 #7  WHATADEAL (BAR) - 25/1 112 A. PERCH (7) 

   Dwelt slightly and soon towards rear; never picked up.  
 

6 #10  BORN TO WIN (BAR) (T) - 10/1 116 J. GRANT 

   Hung left from gate; never a factor.  
 

7 #6  BLUE LIGHTNING (BAR) - 18/1 116 P. BADRIE (3) 

   Always well back; no threat. 
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 26.6 ½ 

Mile  52.6 ¾ 
Mile   1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:13.4 Distances 1½, 1, 1½, 9, 1, 19¼ 

Winner 2YO Bay Colt - HAPPY MEMORIES out of ISLAND GIRL by 
NOSFERATU 

Winning Trainer A. WARD 
Winning Owner LORD MICHAEL TAYLOR 

Winning Breeder SIR CHARLES WILLIAMS 

Payments Win Place 
1st  2 2.20 1.30 
2nd  4    2.15 

Forecast 2-4    5.30 
Trifecta 2-4-8    10.10 

 



Analysis: 
With the initial BTBA Sales Graduates contest now a successful trial, the new initiative can be fairly assessed as having received a reasonable 
enough degree of support. Though the numbers going to post weren't large, the quality of the field suggests that the potential is there for growth; 
especially with the availability of beefed-up purse money and additional breeders' prizes. 
 
Seven colts tackled each other for this one, with four individuals coming forward as decent enough to warrant consideration for possibly bigger 
targets in short order. The winner was easily the best at this stage, and looks to have the scope to progress further at three. ISLAND 
MEMORIES again thrived in the soft going, and reversed the poor form of his last outing with another impressive score in juvenile events for 
his team. It was by no means an armchair ride for Samuel, as his charge's momentum was significantly slowed when trying to go for a pace that 
probably wasn't there over a furlong out. The bay colt picked up again in good style, and rallied steadily between horses to gain the advantage 
and win going away. He won much easier than the margin suggested, as the rider spent just as much time changing course to get past the leaders 
than actually calling on him for more run in the last furlong and a half. Once seeing daylight, there was just enough time for a lash or two of 
encouragement but by then it was hardly needed, as the contest was as good as over. Runner-up King Of Diamonds gave an encouraging run in 
this his third start and is one to follow. He was always cruising in contention but failed to get on with it when asked to stretch. The Kenneth 
Stanton animal did get to the lead deep in the final panel, and though staying on nicely, he was clearly under pressure as the winner was always 
going the better. Must Be The Money is definitely a horse to take from this thanks to this game third on debut. The strapping full-brother to the 
high-class Show Me The Money, he went off as joint favourite with the winner as a result of some very encouraging morning workouts, along 
with the current form of his jockey. Obviously green and in need of the run, he still looks a seriously good horse and capable of following a 
similar vein of success as his older sibling. A win would've been nicer for his supporters, but it would be unfair to not afford him credit for this 
run considering he came under pressure from Ifnottodaytomorrow as much as three furlongs from home; yet he stayed on to be beaten just two 
and a half lengths in the end. Another newcomer, Ifnottodaytomorrow also ran a big race, eventually beaten perhaps by the lack of a run and the 
inexperience (judging from his awkward head-carriage).   [ROG]  

  

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Reshawn Latchman steered a willing LAMARA to a flawless maiden win.  

(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 
 

Race # 6 ID# 147 Track 
Condition  SOFT   

THE STAFFORD HOUSE (HANDICAP) (DIV-B)  
3-YEAR-OLDS AND OVER RATED 0 - 40 

1000 Meters (5 furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #7  LAMARA (BAR) (T) - 5/1 122 RESHAWN LATCHMAN 
(7) 

   Soon dueling; handily led just over 2f out; ridden under 2f out and 
quickened clear; much the best. 

 

2 #4  WHO'S CALLING (BAR) (TD) - 
2/1 120 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   
Mid-division; cruised into 4th over 2f out and soon ridden; wide into 
straight; took 2nd under 1f out and kept on strongly; no chance with 
winner. 

 

3 #8  DANCEBAK (BAR) (BT) - 19/2 120 A. PERCH (7) 

   Just aft of mid-division; some headway over 2f out along rail; closing 
steadily final furlong; rail finish. 

 

4 #9  MOONSTONE (BAR) - 2/1F 128 A. TROTMAN 

   With leaders outside of two; relegated to 3rd over 3f out; soon ridden 
but same place; still 3rd and every chance over 1f out; out-finished. 

 

5 #11  LADY PATRICK (BAR) (VT) - 
11/1 114 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   In last; until just over 1f out; headway past beaten foes late.  
 

6 #6  SUPERCHARGE (BAR) - 9/2 114 P. BADRIE (3) 

   Bounced by rivals and relegated towards rear; effort 2f out; evened out 
under 1f out.    

 

7 #3  HYPA CAT (BAR) - 6/1 109 J. GRANT 

   Soon disputing; ridden 2 1/2f - no rally when pressed; soon in retreat.  
 

8 #10  WALTZIN' (BAR) - 60/1 122 R. MAYNARD (7) 

   Wide of mid-division; never a threat.   
 

9 #12  JUST MY LUCK (BAR) - 75/1 112 D. DALRYMPLE (7) 

   Never better than mid-division; virtually wide throughout.  
 

10 #1  SEA WERTZ (BAR) - 35/1 123 D. BYNOE (7) 

   In touch with leaders; not going on when pressed; already beaten 2f 
out.  

 

11 #2  JOE GRIMES (BAR) - 25/1 125 S. SURGEON 

   Mid-division along rail; beaten 2f out.  
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 26.6 ½ 

Mile  50.2 ¾ 
Mile   1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:04.4 Distances 3, ¾, 1¼, 5, 3, ½, ½,NK, 2¼, 3¼ 

Winner 3YO Chestnut Filly - RUSSIAN TSAR out of ROYAL VICE by 
VICE MAJESTY 

Winning Trainer J. SIMPSON 
Winning Owner MR. JOHN O'BRIEN  

Winning Breeder MR. JOHN O'BRIEN 

Payments Win Place 
1st  7 6.20 1.35 
2nd  4    1.55 
3rd  8    3.50 

Forecast 7-4    55.05 
Trifecta 7-4-8    193.70 

 
Analysis: 
After a lengthy drought of six and a half years, owner Mr. John O'brien finally saw his silks again cross the line first on local soil. The delight 
afforded by his home-bred filly LAMARA in delivering is unlikely to diminish for quite sometime, even as his hunt for more success continues 
into next season. Now in the stable of trainer Jonathan Simpson, she'd shown marked improvement physically, and consequently on earlier form; 
and it culminated with a fairly straight-forward and considerably easy win in this handicap. Apprentice Latchman had little trouble deciding on 
tactics as the filly was keen to go on from the start, and put the result safely to bed when finally given the go ahead two furlongs out. With 
nothing within three lengths of  her tail, she was deservingly eased close home, and registered a very nice-looking maiden score. The chestnut 
filly's win was also the first for her deceased sire Russian Tsar, who's being represented by his initial Canadian-sired crop of juveniles this year 
up north. The win was also a milestone for apprentice Reshawn Latchman, making him a 5-lb claimer; yet even with this adjustment he'll 
continue to be one of the more sought after riders. Who's Calling flopped in her two previous runs, but re-asserted herself well on this try despite 
was never being able to trouble the winner throughout the distance. Dancebak who broke her maiden last season over 7.8 furlongs, ran 
surprisingly well at the trip; this was undoubtedly a good sign for a horse whose efforts have been quite dismal of recent.   [ROG]    

  



 
LUNE DE BARACHOIS in the "Winners Enclosure" with (from left) trainer Victor Cheeseman, 

Luther Miller III JP (part-owner), Anderson Blackman (a friend of the connections), part-owners 
David Griffith and Raphael Greene; and her groom Roger Ifill.  

(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 
   

 
The BTBA Sales Graduates Fillies Trophy being presented by Mr. Rawle Batson 

(President of the Barbados Thoroughbred Breeders' Association) to Mrs. Suzanne Miller 
(wife of part-owner Luther G. Miller III) and part-owner Mr. Raphael Greene. 

(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 
 

Race # 7 ID# 148 Track 
Condition  SOFT   

THE BTBA SALE GRADUATES FILLIES TROPHY  
(CONDITION RACE)  

BARBADOS BRED 2-YEAR-OLDS 

1100 Meters (5½ furlongs)  

Total Purse - $18,000 
($12,000 - Non-Sales Graduates) 

1st: $10,000 ($6,600); 2nd: $4,000 
($2,760); 3rd: $2,545 ($1,680); 4th: 
$1,455 ($960). 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #2  LUNE DE BARACHOIS (BAR) 
(B) - 15/2 116 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   
Quickly away but soon out-paced; handily stalked main group under 3f 
out; closer order but steadied when short of room 2 1/2f out; soon 
smooth headway to 2nd; ridden and quickened to lead under 1f out; 
stayed on greenly. 

 

2 #5  NILE QUEEN (BAR) - 5/2 123 A. TROTMAN 

   
Ridden to dispute inside of three; pushed along from 3f out - held 2nd; 
relegated to 3rd when headed by winner just under 1f out; picked up 
again and up late for 2nd.    

 

3 #8  FERNANDINA (BAR) - 4/5F 118 RESHAWN LATCHMAN 
(5) 

   
Disputing in the middle of three; handily led 3f out and soon ridden 2-3 
lengths clear; joined by winner 1f out and gave way; eased well inside 
final furlong and lost 2nd.   

 

4 #4  INDIAN SOUL (BAR) (B) - 
11/2 123 J. GRANT 

   Dwelt and relegated; quickly recovered and soon stalked leading group 
3f out; every chance 1 1/2f out; same pace final furlong. 

 

5 #6  PAR-TIC-U-LAR (BAR) (P) - 
13/1 120 K. JOHN (3) 

   Beaten for pace from gate and soon well back; ridden over 3f out - no 
headway; already beaten under 2f out.   

 

6 #7  THE MILK MAID (BAR) - 35/1 123 S. SURGEON 

   In touch with leaders; under pressure from under 3f out and going 
backward. 

 

7 #12  NEVER TURN RIGHT (BAR) - 
8/1 120 P. BADRIE (3) 

   Quickly into stride and ridden to dispute outside of three; no rally and 
weakening from 2f out. 

 

8 #14  JAMAICA GEM (BAR) (BT) - 
19/1 120 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   Bounced at start and forced badly left; soon tailed off and never a 
factor.  

 

9 #13  VICKI'S CHOICE (BAR) (T) - 
30/1 126 R. REID (7) 

   Awkward from gate and soon well back in rear; never on terms. 
 

LNS #1  KENDAL MOON (BAR) 116 J CRONEY (7) 

     
 

LNS #9  LADY QUILL (BAR) (V)  120 P BADRIE (3) 

     
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 26.6 ½ 

Mile  51.4 ¾ 
Mile   1 Mile   



Final 
Time 1:13.0 Distances 1¾, NK 1¾, 9, SHD, 9¼, 2¼, NK 

Winner 2YO Bay Filly - MOON SOLITAIRE out of TOP FORTY by FORTY 
MILE 

Winning Trainer V CHEESEMAN 
Winning Owner DANEHILL RACING 

Winning Breeder MR. MAURICE BURKE 

Payments Win Place 
1st  2 7.80 1.50 
2nd  5    1.55 
3rd  8    1.05 

Forecast 2-5    19.70 
Superfecta  2-5-8-4   599.70 

 
Analysis: 
The fillies' division of the day's feature provided another exciting result and provided a successful start to the slightly more valuable "Sales 
Graduate" series of races. The initially 11-horse field was reduced to nine with two late non-starters, and the event consequently lost some 
interest. One defaulter was Lady Quill, who was thought to have a very decent chance of figuring prominently in the finish. Notwithstanding this, 
the three principles made a race of it and preserved whatever competitiveness was left. 
 
Danehill Racing's LUNE DE BARACHOIS was best of that trio, and willingly defied her odds to steal the spotlight with an impressive turn of 
foot just over a furlong from the judge. Obviously relishing the underfoot conditions, the typically-built daughter of Moon Solitaire surged to a 
convincing maiden win over the other two market leaders, despite finishing up rather greenly in the last panel. Add to this the fact that she had 
anything but the clearest of passages to victory, and one could then accurately asses the performance. Despite post-race reports that the favourite 
was maybe short of her best, the form-lines (considering the track condition and weight changes) suggested that an improved run by the winner 
should've been anticipated, and the bay didn't disappoint those who liked her chances. Her splits and final time was marginally faster than that of 
the colt's, and this lends to the overall measure of the effort for a horse who's clearly still learning to use her legs. Nile Queen had just one run 
prior to this, and ran a huge race for a horse that wasn't very effective in similar conditions last time out. Giving 7lbs to the winner proved to be 
no easy task today, and she fought on gamely to reclaim 2nd from the favourite after looking beaten just prior to the home turn. She (like the 
winner) looks like a horse that should appreciate a bit further, and this will probably see her being considered for a major contest next term over  
a longer trip. Crowd fancy Fernandina deserved the backing she received beforehand, with the brilliant Slip Stream and Istanbul being the 
only ones to ever lower her colours. She picked up the running with little fuss just under 3f out and despite going further clear when pressed, 
quickly appeared ineffective to the (by then) fully wound-up winner. That she was caught by Nile Queen (who conceded her 5lbs) in deep stretch 
after seemingly putting her away, is a clear indication of her merely average effort on the day.   [ROG] 

  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
GRACE CHAPEL (Affrie Ward) rallied from well back in the running and was 

a shocker for favourite Reward Me and company in the end.  
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

 

Race # 8 ID# 149 Track 
Condition SOFT   

THE CLOCK TOWER (HANDICAP)  
3-YEAR-OLDS AND OLDER RATED 0 - 80 

1570 Meters (7.8 furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #10  GRACE CHAPEL (USA) - 11/1 120 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   
Held up among back-markers; well back when ridden under 3f out; 
considerable progress under 2f out and quickly in contention; rallied 
between horses to lead under 1f out; ridden out and held. 

 

2 #9  REWARD ME (USA) - 7/5F 118 RESHAWN LATCHMAN 
(5) 

   Settled off pace; pushed along from 3f out; steady headway 1 1/2 - 2f 
out; 5-wide into straight; picked up again inside final furlong; closing.   

 

3 #7  WASH BROOK (USA) - 9/2 126 R. REID (7) 

   
Led; well clear and still traveling smoothing 3f out; effort when ridden 2 
1/2f out; brief rally when joined over 1f out; one pace final furlong and 
out-finished.     

 

4 #2  MAHOGANY BIRD (BAR) - 
18/1 108 J. GRANT 

   
Tracking leader in 2nd; still clear 2nd 3f out when pushed along; held 
place when ridden and soon joined; 2nd into straight and had every 
chance 1f out; one pace and out-finished.    

 

5 #6  JUST JIVING (USA) - 7/2 119 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   
Stalked pace well back disputing 3rd; pushed along from under 4f out 
and soon ridden along; eased when short of room 1 1/2f out; one pace 
throughout but stayed on under hand-ride late. 

 

6 #5  PROUD BAJAN (USA) - 16/1 122 P. BADRIE (3) 

   
Unhurried in last; tracking winner and well back under 3f out; still 
second to last into straight; picked up when ridden over 1f out and 
gaining though unable to offer a serious challenge. 

 

7 #11  GRENADILLA (USA) - 5/1 120 A. TROTMAN 

   Mid-division; effort to challenge for 2nd 2 1/2- 3f out; every chance 
over 1f out; not going on and soon eased. 

 

8 #3  EYE OF THE TIGER (BAR) 
(VT) - 21/1 120 K. JOHN (3) 

   Mid-division along rail; taken off rail under 5f out; no impression when 
ridden and quickly in trouble; never a factor.     

 

9 #8  SWEET ENOUGH (BAR) - 
11/2 123 A. PERCH (7) 

   
Disputed 3rd ahead of main group; closer order when joined 2-3f out; 
short of room and relegated slightly under 2f out; soon ridden but not 
picking up. 

 

10 #4  ZERGAR (BAR) (T) - 35/1 122 A. BISHOP (5) 

   Always towards rear; further in last over 4f out; never picked up and 
eased well over 3f out.  

 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 25.8 ½ 

Mile  51.0 ¾ 
Mile 1:16.4 1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:45.2 Distances ½, 2, 1, SHD, 1, 4, 4¼, 2, 25 

Winner 4YO Dark Bay/Brown Filly - CHAPEL ROYAL out of 
MINNIEPRIZE by PRIZED 

Winning Trainer A. NUNES 
Winning Owner LADY WILLIAMS 

Winning Breeder WOODS EDGE FARM, LLC 

Payments Win Place 
1st  10 12.20 3.95 
2nd  9    1.20 
3rd  7    2.05 

Forecast 10-9    45.85 
Trifecta 10-9-7    374.30 

 
Analysis: 
The uncertainty of racing and the associated excitement continues to be one of this sport's biggest attractions, and an example of this came 
compliments of a cheeky display by GRACE CHAPEL in the day's first nine-furlong handicap. The dark bay filly did have winning form in this 
type of going, but having not hit the board in any of her previous six outings (since Boxing Day last year), odds of 12/1 seemed rather short. 
Nonetheless, she delivered, and did so in a fashion similar to what we've seen of the filly when at her best. Denying the runner-up (REWARD 
ME) as she did deserves much credit, especially as that horse had been in receipt of two pounds by the winner on ground that he clearly favours. 
That said, the colt threw his winning chances (and the hope of his many supporters) away in opting for a wide entry into the straight - a move that 
proved detrimental when GRACE CHAPEL found a shorter route towards his inside. A known "soft-going specialist", the high-weighted Wash 
Brook looked his old self on the front end for most of the way, but found the handicap a bit much in the dying stages of the contest.  

  
  
  
  



 
A popular result in the "St. Ann's Fort Handicap" as both DAKDADA 

and Antonio Perch finally got their first win.  
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

 

Race # 9 ID# 150 Track 
Condition  SOFT   

THE ST. ANN'S FORT (HANDICAP)  
WEST INDIAN BRED 3-YEAR-OLD NON-WINNERS OF TWO RACES 

IN THEIR CAREER 

1800 Meters (9 furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #4  DAKDADA (BAR) - 17/1 112 A. PERCH (7) 

   
With leaders; soon tracked in 4th; closer order over 5f out led; in hand 
and further clear 2-3f out; finally shaken up 1 1/2f out; still well clear 
under 1f out; at one pace but did enough.   

 

2 #3  HEAVENLY ANGEL (BAR) (T) 
- 5/1 115 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   
Dwelt at start and quickly in last; still considerably far back 3f out; 
steady progress 2-2 1/2f out; quickened nicely and took 2nd under 1f 
out; gaining. 

 

3 #14  ISLAND LAD (BAR) (B) - 2/1F 124 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   Mid-division; closer order 3-4f out vying for 3rd; ridden to take 2nd 1 
1/2f out; no further and out-finished.      

 

4 #9  UP THE ANTE (BAR) (T) - 5/1 126 A. BISHOP (5) 

   Mid-division; ridden along over 3f out; headway to bid for 2nd over 1f 
out; not doing enough final furlong; eased late. 

 

5 #13  GONE PROSPECTING (BAR) - 
23/1 118 J. GRANT 

   
Pushed along to forced pace from outside; settled behind leaders 6f 
out; again pushed along 3f out - same place; one pace and eased just 
under 1f out. 

 

6 #2  BETWEEN THE SHEIKS (BAR) 
- 19/2 118 P. BADRIE (3) 

   
Prominent along rail; soon disputing inside of three; relegated to 2nd 4 
1/2f out; not gaining on leader when pressed over 3f out; soon in 
retreat.  

 

7 #7  JAMAICA MOON (BAR) - 15/2 117 A. TROTMAN 

   Settled off pace; soon well back and pushed along; no impression.  
 

8 #16  VOICE MAIL (BAR) (B) - 19/1 116 K. DOWNES (7) 

   
Slowly away and in rear early; some headway to mid-division after two 
furlongs; further progress to track leaders 4f out; soon struggling; 
already beaten under 3f out..  

 

9 #5  EXPENSIVE DECISION (BAR) 
30/1 110 D. DALRYMPLE (7) 

   
Dwelt badly and soon last; some headway to just fwd of mid-division 4 
1/2f out; kept wide of runners throughout; no bid when pressed and 
soon weakening.   

 

10 #8  TORNADE (BAR) (B) - 5/2 118 K. JOHN (3) 

   Traveled strongly to dispute; edging left and relegated over 5f out; 
steadily backward from 5f out and quickly beaten. 

 

11 #11  WILD DANI (BAR) (B) - 25/1 119 D. BYNOE (7) 

   Among back-markers early; never picked up.  
 

LNS #15  DANCE THE DISTANCE (BAR) 123 SCRATCHED 

     
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 25.8 ½ 

Mile  50.6 ¾ 
Mile 1:18.6 1 Mile 1:46.4 

Final 
Time 2:06.2 Distances 1¾, 3¼, ½, 8¾, 5, 10, 5¼, 6, 8½, 

2 

Winner 3YO Bay Colt - INOURWILDESTDREAMS out of ST. GEORGIA 
by SEA WALL 

Winning Trainer V. CHEESEMAN 
Winning Owner MR. AUDLEY ELLIS  

Winning Breeder MR. JOHN HUMPHREY 

Payments Win Place 
1st  4 18.95 3.05 
2nd  3    2.70 

Forecast 4-3    96.60 
Superfecta  4-3-14-9     1,356.60 

 
Analysis: 
The muddy course may've been an obstacle too high for many to conquer on the day, but the conditions proved ideally suited to the Victor 
Cheeseman trainee DAKDADA who finally got it right in his eleventh try at the game. The three year old colt seized the advantage from as 
much as five furlongs out, then "stole a march" once clearing the hill to quickly put his rivals in hot water. Not one with the ability to quicken his 
gait appreciably when needed, that enterprising tactic was perfect  for this plodder, and he'd taken enough out of the field to finally get the 
elusive win. Young Antonio Perch had "tasted" victory prior to this, but had that race claimed by another entrant due to a technicality involving 
the weights. Nonetheless the result of his confident ride on this occasion made up for that loss, and he'll no doubt take this attitude forward to 
better his trade next season. With all said thus far, the run of the race really came from the second-place Heavenly Angel. The light-framed filly 
was way out the back door early on, and had still not yet made any significant progress on the main group with only two furlongs left, with the 
leader grinding away well ahead of them all. Despite this, she found plenty when asked and made up the deficit with every stride in ground that 
would normally hinder such a sharp acceleration. She swiftly put some distance between her and the labouring favourite Island Lad, the surprise 
Derby third and a horse who's roguish attitude seems to have showed its ugly head again.   [ROG] 



  
SMOOTH SUCCESS: The Liz Deane-trained GOLDEN MOMENT (Anderson Trotman) 

turned in another terrific effort to easily claim the season's final handicap.   
(PHOTOGRAPH BY JUNIOR FRANKLYN) 

  

Race # 10 ID# 151 Track 
Condition  SOFT   

THE BUNGALOW (HANDICAP)  
3-YEAR-OLDS AND OLDER RATED 0 - 70 AND NON-WEST 

INDIAN BRED 3-YEAR-OLD MAIDENS 

1100 Meters (5½ furlongs)  

Total Purse - $12,000 1st: $6,600; 2nd: $2,760; 3rd: $1,680; 
4th: $960. 

Order 
of 

Finish 
# Horse Weight Jockey 

1 #9  GOLDEN MOMENT (BAR) - 
3/1 119 A. TROTMAN 

   
Broke smartly and prominent in 2nd; headway to lead over 2f out 
handily; pressed just over 1f out and edged sharply left 1f out; 
quickened away final furlong; easily.   

 

2 #2  QUICK CITY (USA) (BT) - 
17/1 116 AFFRIE WARD (7) 

   Inside of leading trio; relegated over 3f out clear 3rd; still in hand 
under 2f out; effort when ridden; rallied hard and up late for 2nd.   

 

3 #11  DESERT ORCHID (BAR) - 2/1 114 RESHAWN LATCHMAN 
(5) 

   
Away awkwardly and settled behind main group; second to last over 3f 
out along rail; smooth headway 2-3f out and soon in contention; 
rallying for 2nd but bettered late.    

 

4 #13  JUST U AND ME (BAR) - 9/1 116 J. GRANT 

   Mid-division; no immediate headway when ridden 3f out; stayed on and 
gradually got closer.   

 

5 #3  INFORTHEFUN (USA) (T) - 
25/1 119 K. JOHN (3) 

   Dwelt slightly but soon raced clear 4th; stayed on same pace when 
ridden.    

 

6 #10  WORDS OF THE WISE (USA) 
(BT) - 2/1 120 J. SAMUEL (3) 

   Out-paced among back-markers; at one pace when ridden and not 
gaining; eased under 1f out.  

 

7 #8  AYE AYE CAPITANE (BAR) 
(T) - 30/1 120 R. MAYNARD (7) 

   Shuffled back and soon tailed off; hung badly left 3f out and raced 
widest; no impression; never a threat. 

 

8 #6  MOST WANTED (BAR) (T) - 
30/1 115 P. BADRIE (3) 

   Led; joined 3f out; soon under pressure to keep up; weakening.   
 

9 #7  SIR GLACKEN (USA) - (T) 
47/1 125 A. BISHOP (5) 

   Mid-division; unable to quicken when ridden; eased just under 2f out. 
 

10 #4  ST. NICHOLAS BAY (BAR) (B) 
- 9/1 112 A. PERCH (7) 

   Just aft of mid-division; never picked up; eased 1f out.  
 

11 #14  HABIBTI (BAR) (T) - 99/1 111 D. DALRYMPLE (7) 

   Just aft of mid-division; raced wide throughout and soon in trouble.   
 

WD #1  LA PADRINO (BAR) (BT)  125 S SURGEON 

   Withdrawn at start. 
 

 

Fractional 
Times 

¼ 
Mile 26.6 ½ 

Mile  50.4 ¾ 
Mile   1 Mile   

Final 
Time 1:12.0 Distances 2½, SHD, 1¼, 2¼, 2, 2, ½, 4¼, 

¾, 3¼ 

Winner 3YO Chestnut Filly - SURYA BHAGWAN out of GOLDEN 
DANEHILL by DANEHILL 

Winning Trainer E. DEANE SCM 
Winning Owner SIR DAVID SEALE 

Winning Breeder SIR DAVID SEALE 

Payments Win Place 
1st  9 4.45 1.15 
2nd  2    4.35 
3rd  11    1.45 

Forecast 9-2    49.50 
Superfecta  9-2-11-13 902.00 902.00 



Pick 4  2-10-4-9 *NO WINNERS   2,627.80 

Trifecta 2-9-4    114.50 

*NO WINNERS; CARRIED OVER TO THE NEXT RACEDAY - NOVEMBER 13, 2010  
(THE 1st RACEDAY OF THE THIRD RACING SEASON) 

  
Analysis: 
With the seasonal jockey's championship already decided, the current leading rider still made it a point to further demoralize his opponents with 
another smooth and successful display from the saddle. Trotman hammered the last nail into the opposition's coffin with the help of the 
somewhat progressive GOLDEN MOMENT, who landed her third lifetime for trainer Liz Deane in good style. All three of these wins came in 
her last four starts, with the only defeat being an excusable fourth-place finish behind Rush Cutter and company last time out. A small but 
muscle-bound chestnut, she was always traveling like a winner, and had the contest fully in her grasp without Trotman having to ask for any kind 
of serious effort. Perhaps her biggest asset is the ability to bury the opposition with a deadly change of pace, a characteristic consistent with many 
accomplished gallopers and a trait that will surely see her going a bit higher up the ladder. Never able to land a blow to the winner, Quick City 
still showed improved form with this run to just get the better of Desert Orchid. The American-bred three year old is yet to win a race, but may 
not be far off if he can reproduce this form against similar. Form horse Desert Orchid was fairly unlucky having not had the usual "flyer" from 
the gates. She still managed to make her presence felt (albeit not to the winner) in the finish, but by then was virtually spent having been forced 
to make up lots of lost ground to get on terms.   [ROG] 
 


